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関数核の正則性とポテンシァルの無限遠点の近傍での挙動について

樋口功

Absirac:t. 

L巴tG be a symmetric and continuous function-kemels on a locally compact Hausdorff space X and o be 

the point at infinity. 

In this paper， first we define the several notions of thinness of a closed set at infinity o and investigate the 

mutual relations among them. 

For a non-negative G-s叩 erharmonicfunction u， we denote by R2/(u) the G-red山 edfunction of U to o. 

A kemel G satisfying the domination principle is said to be regular when we have R~' d (C，μ:)(x) = 0 G-nearly 

everywhere on X for the potential Gμof any positive mesureμwith compact support. 

The regularity of kemels plays an important role in the theory of Hunt kernels. 

Thepurpos巴ofthis paper is to characterize the regularity of function-kemels by the behavior of potentials 

in a neighborhood of infinity δ. 

We shall prove that a continuous function-kemel G is regular if and only if， for every mesur巴μwithfinite 

G-energy， the potential C，μis equal to 0 G-quasi-everywhere at infinity δunder the assumption that G 

satisfies the complete maximum principle. 

1. Preliminaries 

Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space with countable basis. A non】negativefunction G = 
G(x， y) on X X X is called a continuous function-kernel on X if G(x， y) is continuous in the extended 

sense ORX×X，finitepxcept for the diagonal set of X×X and O<G(ぁx)孟十∞ forany xEX. The 

kernel G defined by G(x， y)= G(y， x) is called the adjoint kernel of G. 

We denote by M the set of all positive measures on X. The potential G，μ(x) and the adjoint 

potential G，μ(x) ofμEM  are defined by 

Gμ(x)= IG(x， y)d，μ(x) and G，μ(x)= IGμ(x)d，μ(x) 

respectively. 

The G-energy of 11μIlofμ EM  is defines by 11μ 11 2= IGJI.(x)d，μ(x). 

Put 

Mo={μE M  ; support S:μofμis compact}， 
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Eo(G)= {μEMo; 11μ11 <十∞}，

九(G)={μEEo(G);G，μ(x) is finite and continuous on X}. 

A Borel measurable set B is said to be G-negligible ifμ(B) = 0 for everyμει(G). We say that 

a property holds G-nearly everywhere on a subset A of X (written symply G-n.e. on A)， when it 
holds on A except for a G-negligible set. 

A non-negative lower semi-contionuous function u(x) < +∞ G-n.e. on X is said to be G-

suμrharmonic when for anyμ巴Eo(G)， the inequality G.μ(x)壬u(x)G-n.e. on $μimplies the same 

inequality on the whole space X. 
We denote by S( G) the totality of G-superharmonic functions on X and by PMo( G)(resp. PEo( G)) 

the totality of G司potentialsof mesures in Mo(G)(resp. Eo(G)). 

The potential throretic principles are stated as follows. 

( 1 ) We say that G satisfies the domination ρrinciPle and write symply GベGwhen PM 0 (G)CS( G). 

(II) We say that G satisfies the m似 zmumρrinciplewhen 1 E S( G) 

(III) We say that G satisfies the comPlete maximum ρrinciPle when， for any non-negative number 

a， PMo(G)U{α}CS(G). 

(N) We say that G satisfies the balayageρrinciple if， for any compact set K and anyμEMo， there 

exists a measureμ， in Mo， called a balayaged measure ofμon K， supported by K satisfying 

G〆(x)=G，μ(x) G-n.e. on K， 

Gμ'(x)孟Gμ(x)on X. 

(V) We say that G satisfies the equilibriumρrinciPle if， for any compact set K， there exists a 

measureγin Mo， called an equilibrium measure of K， supported by K satisfying 

Gγ(x)=l G-n.e. on K， 

Gγ(x)壬1on X. 

(VI) We say that G satisfies the continuiちIprinciple if， for μEMo， the finite continuity of the 

restriction of Gμ(x) to $μimplies the finite continuity of G.μ(x) on the whole space X. 

REMARK 1. On the relations between the potential theoretical principles， the following results are 
well known. 

(1) If a continuous functiong-kernel G satisfies the domination principle， then both G and G satisfiy 

the continuity principle(cf. [6J). 

(2) For a continuous function-kernel G， the following four statements are equivalent (cf. [6J and 

[9J) : 

(a)q satisfies the domination principle 

(b)G satisfies the domination principle. 

(c)C2 satisfies the balayage principle. 

(d)G satisfies the balayage principle. 
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(3) For a continuous function-kernel G， the following statements are equivalent (cf. [3Jand[9J) : 

(a)e satisfies the maximum principle. 
v 

v (b)G satisfies the positive mass principle， namely， for μEEo( G)and vEMo， an inequality G.μ(x)孟
Gv(x) on S.μimplies the in旬ualityf d，μ壬 fdv.

If we suppose further that G satisfies the continuity principle， then (a) and (b) are equivalent to (c) : 

(c)G satisfies the equilibrium principle. 

(4) Let G be a continuous function-kernel on X. Then G satisfies the complete maximum 

principle if and only if G satisfies both the maximum principle and the domination principle (cf. [3J 

and[9J). 

v 

(5) Suppose that G satisfies the continuity principle. Then a property holds G-n.e. on a subset A 
v 

of X， if and only if it holds μ-a.e. on A for everyμEFc( G) such that S.μcA. 

2胴 Thinnessof a closed set at infinity 

In this section， we define the several notions of thinness of a closed set at infinity o and compare 

these notions. We shall obtain the mutual relations holding among them. 

For any compact K and any set A in X， the G-capacity ca_ん(K)of K and the inner G-cゆ鉱物

caρι(A) of A are defined respectively by 

caPc(K)ニ inf{f dJ1 ;，μEM， G.μ(x)孟1G明 .e. on K and SμCK}， 

ca叫(A)=su，ρ{caPc(K);Kおcomρ'actcontained in A}. 

DEFINITION 1. We say出ata subset A of X is thin at infin的 oin the sense of G-ca.ρ配的 (written

symply G-cap. thin at o) when we have 

inf cゅ~(AnCω)=0
ωE.o.。

where .0.0 denotes the totality of all relatively compact open sets in X. 

For a Borel function u and a closed set F， we put 
S:(G)ニ {v E S(G) ;v(x)孟 u(x)G悦 .e.on F}. 

The G-reduced βmction of u on F and the G-reduced βmction of u at infiniちIO on F are defined 

respectively by 

ー (inf{v(x); v E S:(G)} 
R~(u) (x) = ~ 

、+∞
-nfR:nω(u) (エ)

R~'(u) (x) = ωE  .0.0 

if S:(G)宇φ

σS:(G) =φ， 

where we denote by .0.0 the totality of all relatively compact open sets. 

For any closed set F， the subset So(F;G) of S(G) is defined by 

So(F;G)= {u E S(G) ; R~'(u) (x)ニ OG弘 e.on X} 

DEFINITION 2. We say that a closed set F is G-u-thin at infiniわIo when uESo(F;G). 
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DEFIN!TION 3.羽Tesay that a closed set F is G-thin at infinity o when PMo(G)CSo{F;G). 

THEOREM 1. Let G be a symmetric and continuous function-kernel on X sati功例:gthe comρlete 

maximumρrinciPle and F be a closed set in X. Suρlうosethat evelツnon-emptyopen set in X is not 

G-negligible. Then the following three statements are equivalent : 

(1) F is G-ca.ρ. thin at infinityδ 

(2) (a) F is G-thin at infinity o; and 

(b) caρ ~(F)< +∞. 

(3) (c) F is G-l-thin at infinity o; aηd 

(b) ca.ρ~(F)< 十∞

For the proof of THEOREM 1， we recall here the following well-known results. 

PROPOS!TION A (ぱ [8J).For a continuousルnction-kernelG on X satiミfyingthe domi仰がon

ρrinciple and for a closed set F in X， the following statements are equivalent : 

(1) F is G-thin at infiηity o. 

(2) For every vEFc(G)， theρoteηtial Gv belongs to So{F;G). 

PROPOSITION B (cf. [5J). Let G be a coηtinuo附戸市tioルkernelon X and u be a G-suρerharmoηzc 

ルnctionon X. We assume that G satisβes the dominationρrzncψle and that evelつ)non-emρかゆen

set in X is not G-ngl忽ible.If a closed set F in X is G-u-thiη at infinity o; namely uESo{F;G)， then 

there exists a 1うositivemesureμ， such that 

SμP亡 F，

Gμ'(x) = u(x) G-n.e. on F， 

Gμ'(x) 三五 u(x) 仇 x. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. (1)→(2). Suppose that F is G-ca_ρ. thin atδThe inequality in (b) is an 

immediate consequence of the subadditivity of capacity. Therefore it suffices to obtain (a) 

Given e > 0， there exists by (1) an open setωo E 00 such that 

caρ ~(F 什 Cω)<ε for everyω己 00satzミfyingωコω0・

For anyμand v in Fc(G)， any compact set K and anyω三 00such thatωコω0，we denote by 

μFnCωnK a balayged measure ofμon the compact set F什CωnK. Putting M = max G，μ(x) and N =  

max Gv(x)， we have 

JR~nナ門巾C叫K( G，μ)dv= JG，μF門叫Kdν士 JG 

=孟五M Jd中μFnηCωω円川K=孟五MN Jd中JμIιFnCωωn附K〆/N三豆=訂MNcaゆ戸叫~ (σFncωω ) 

=孟五MNε

Letting K and ωtend to X and εto 0， we obtain (a) 
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(2)→(3). Suppose (2). For any v EFc(G) and c>O， we can find by (a) an open set ωoE.oo 
such that 

JR~ncω(Gv) dv < CE. for everyωE  n 0 satisfyingωつω0・

Put E={xEX ; Grノ(x)ミ c}.Given a cornpact K， we denote by 昨日CωnKan equilibriurn rneasure 

of F什Cω 什K and by V~nFncωnK a balayaged rneasure of v on E円FncωnK.Then we have 

JR~ηω nK(l)dv= JGγF日Cω円Kdv=JG吋 γFnCωnK

二 JE+JCE

羽Te shall estirnate the last two integrals. First we obtain 

JEGrノdγF円CωnK- .! E GV~nFncωnKdì何Cω 円 K

二 .!dV~nFncωnJtfGW 寸 JR~門Gv)dv
今Cefoγ 側ヲ ωE.oosatis)か叫 ωコω。

On the other hand， the second integral is estirnated as follows . 

.! CEG吋 γFnCω円K豆cJcEdγF門C凶 K孟ccap~ (F). 

Thus we have 

fR:nωnK(l)dv<叶 CcaPe(F) 

Letting ωand K tend to X and e and c to 0， we obtain (c) 

(3)→(1). Suppose (3). F being G-l-thin atδ， there exists， by virtue of PROPOSITION B ， 

an equilibriurn rneasureγF of F. 
It follows frorn (c) that 

.! KR~/(l)d.γF=O for aηy compact K. 

Letting K tend to X， we have 

J R~ð(l)dγF=O. 

Therefore， by the aid of (b)， we can find， for a given ε> 0， an open setωo E.oo such that 

fR:ncω(l)dγF豆εforanyω E.oo sati.功ingωコω0・

For any cornpact K and anyωE.oo，γFnCωnK denotes an equilibriurn rneasure of F n cω什K.For 

anyωE.oo such thatω コωowe have 

.!dγFnCw 円K孟 .!R~日 Cω(l)dγF円 Cω印f 壬 f可nω(l)dγF壬 ε.
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Since K is arbitrary， we can deduce that F is G-cゆ• thin at o. 

This completes the proof. 

COROLLARY 1. Let G be a symmetric and continuousβmction-kernel satisfyiη:g the comρlete 
mαxzmumρrinciple and.F be a closed set. Suppose that c~叫(F)<+∞ • Then the following three 

statemenお αreequivalent : 

(1) F is G-cap. thin at infinity o. 

(2) F is G-thin at infinity o. 

(3) F is G-l-thin at infiniちIo. 

COROLLARY 2. Let G be a symmetric and continuousβmction-kernel sati.φing the co~ρlete 

maximum princiPle and F be a closed set. SUoρρose that F is G-thin at infinity o. Then F is G帽cap.

thin at infiniちIO if and only if cap ~(F) <十∞.

N ext we characterize the G-thinness of a closed set at infinity o by the behavior of potentials in 

the neighborhood of o. 

We begin with the following lemma. 

LEMMA. Let G be a symmetric and continuousβmction-kernel. Assume that G sati，ポesthe 

comρlete maximum ρrinciple. Then， for any mesureμ in Mo and anyρositive number c， the 

following ineqωliちIhol，ゐ:

叫 ({xEX;C，μ(x)孟 c})壬 ÷f中

PROOF. For any compact set K contained in {x E X ; C，μ(x)註c}， we denote by γK an 

equilibrium measure of K. Then we have 

fdYK寸fG.μdγE=士fGγKd，μ孟 ffdμ

Since K is arbitrary， we obtain the desired inequality. 

THEOREM 2圃 LetG be a symmetric and continuous ルnction-kerneland F be a closed set. 

Suppose that G sati主治sthe comρlete maximumρrinciPle. Then the following statemenおareequivalent : 

ロ)F is G-thiη at inβ~nity o. 

(2) For any measure v in M 0 and anyρositive number c， the closed set 
F円{xEX;Gν(x)孟c} 

is G-caρ. thin at infiniちIo. 

PROOF. (1)→(2). Assume that F is G-thin at o. By virtue of the above lemma， we have， for any 

vEM 0 and any c>O， 

ca民 (F円{xEX; Gv(x)ミc}) 

孟叫({x E X ; Gv(x)孟 c})孟 ÷fdv<+∞

F being G-thin at o， Fn {x E X ; Gv(x)孟 c}is also G-thin at o. Therefore the equivalence 

betwee (1) and (2) in THEOREM 1 asserts that the clsed set F n { x E X ; Gv (x)孟 c} is G-cap. thiη 
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(2)→(1). Suppose that， for any v E Fc(G) and any c> 0， the set F n {x E X; Gll(X)ミc}is G-caρ. 

thin at o. For the sake of the simplicity of our description， we put E { X E三X ; Gll(X)ミ c}ー

It suffices to prove that the equality fRd"(G，μ)dll = 0 holds for every measureμin F c(G) 

By our assumption (2)， the closed set F什Eis G-caρ. thin at o. Therefore THEOREM 1 asserts 

that F n E is G-thin at o. Hence， given ε> 0， there exists an open set ωo in 00 satisfying 

caþ~ (F什Encω)<ε for anyωE  00 such thatωコω0・

For anyωE 00 satisfying ωつωoand compact K， we denote by μFnCωnK a balayaged measure 

ofμon FncωnK. Then we have 

fR~什 Cω nK(Çμ )dll ニ fGμ FnCω 日 Kdll= fGνdμFnω「ば

fEGI 

=孟五 M JEdμLnCωω円K十cfdμ

三玉 MN  caρ~ (F什E什Cω)+cfdμ

三玉 MNε+cfdμ. 

where M=max Gll(X) and N=max cμ(X) 
Letting first K and ωtend to X and next E and c to 0， we can conclude that F is G-thin at o. 

Thus the proof of theorem is completed. 

We close this section by investigating the relations between the G-l-thinness at infinity o and the 

existence of an equilibrium measure of a closed set. 

THEOREM 3園 LetG be a symmetric and continuousルηctioη-kerneland F be a closed set. 
Suρρose that eveり non-emtty0ρen set in X is not G-negligible. Then the following s品atementsare 

equivaleηt : 

(1) F is G-l-thin at infiniかo.

(2) (a) F is G-thin at infinity o， and 

(b) there exisお anequilibrium mesureγF of F. 

PROOF圃 (1)→(2).Obviously (1) implies (a). On the other hand， the implication (1)→(b) is an 

immediate consequence of PROPOSITION B. 

(2)→(1). Supose that (a) and (b) hold. We shall prove that the equality 

f R~"(l)dll エ 0

is valid for every measure 11 in Fc(G) 

Given ε> 0， we can find by (a)， an open set ω。in00 satisfying 

fR~nω(Gll)dγF< ε for eveηωE  00 such thatωコω。

For any compact K and any open set ωE  00 satisfying ωコω。， we denote by γFnCωnK an 

equilibrium measure of the compact set F n cωnK. 
Then we have 
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J R~日向日K(l)dv ニ JGγFnCωnKdlノ

ニ JGvdγF円 Cω 円 K 壬 JR~円Cω(Gv)dγF円 Cω 円K

孟 fR:ncω(Gv)dγF<ε.

Letting K and ωtend to X and εto 0， we have 

J RFe"(l)dvニ o.

This completes the proof 

3圃 Characierizaiionof the regulariiy of fundion長emels

DEFINTION 40 A continuous function-kernel G on X is said to be regular when the whole space 

X is G-thin at infinity o， that is， the inclusion relation PMo(G)CSo(X;G) is valid. 

The regularity of kernels plays an important role in the theory of Hunt kernels (cf. for example 

[1]， [2]， [7J and [10J). 

In this section， we shall characterize the regularity of function-kernels by the behavior of 

potentials in the neighborhood of infinity δ. 

REMARK 2園 (cf，[4Jand[5J). The author has proved in the previous papers that， for a symmetric 

and continuous function-kernel G satisfying the domination principle， the following three statements 

are equivalent : 

(1) G is regular 

(2) G has the so-called dominated convergence property : 

{μ n}:~lCM andμn→μvagueかαsn→∞p 

ヨμ口EM 0 such that G，μn(X)壬 Gμ。(X)on X for all n. 

Eコ
Gμ(X)= lim inf G，μn(X) G-n.e. on X. 

n→∞ 

(3) G is strongly balayable， namely， for every G-superharmonic function u dominated by a 

potential in PMo(G) and every closed set F， there exists a positive measureμ， such that 

Sμ'CF， 

Cμ'(x)=u(x) G-n.e. on F， 

Gμ'(X)壬u(X)0η x. 

REMARK 30 Suppose that G is regular目 Then，for a closed set F， the following propositions hold 

(see COROLLARY 2 and THEOREM 3) : 

(1) F is G-cap. thin at infiniかδifand only if cap~(F) < +∞. 
(2) F is G-l-thin at infinityδif and only if there exists an equilibrium measure of F. 
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DEFINITION 5固 Letu be a non-negative function u on X. We say that u is equal to 0 G-quasi-

everywhere at infiniか oand write symply u二 oG-q. e. at o when， for any c> 0， the following 

equality holds : 

inf cap~{xECω ; u (x) 主主 c} = 0 

ωEOo 

THEOREM 4姐 Fora symmetric and continuousβmction-kernel G satisfying the complete maxi-

mumρrinciPle， the followiηg statements are equivalent : 

(1) G is regular. 

(2) For eveημEMo， G，μ= 0 G-q.e. at infinity o. 

PROOF開 Byour definition， G is regular if and only if X is G-thin at infinityδOn the other hand， 

Gμ=0 G-n.e. atδif and 0吐yif， for every c>O， the set {xEX; GJ.l(x)孟c}is G目caρ thinatδ 

Put F=X in THEOREM 2 and our theorem follows immediately. 
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